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.ABSTRACT 
A new clusteriqs algorithm that uses a weighted 
Mahalanobis distani;e as a distance metric t o  perform 
partitional dusteriqs is proposed. The covariance ma- 
trices of the generated clusters are used t o  determine 
cluster similarity and closeness so that clusters which 
are similar in shape and close in Mahalanobis distance 
can be merged together serving the ultimate goal of au- 
tomatically determining the optimal number of classes 
present in the data. Properties of the new algorithm are 
presented by examining the clustering quality for code- 
books designed with the proposed method and another 
common method that uses Euclidean distance. The 
new algorithm provides better results than the com- 
peting method on a variety of data sets. Application 
of this algorithm t o  the problem of detecting suspicious 
regions in a mammogram is discussed. 
1. IPJTRODUCTIQN 
Clustering is a very important tool in pattern recogni- 
tion for identifying r;tructure in data. Clustering usu- 
ally implies partitioning of a collection of objects (tanks, 
handwritten digits, c.ancerous areas in a mammogram) 
into c disjoint subsets. That is, t o  partition a set 31 
of n samples X = ~[x~,x~,..,x,} C Rd into subsets 
311, .., 31,. Each subset is t o  represent a cluster, with 
objects in the same duster being somehow 'more simi- 
lar" than samples in different clusters. In other words, 
objects in a cluster should have common properties 
which distinguish th1.m from the members of the other 
clusters. Each subset X, is represented by a codeword 
ut ,  where U, is the centroid of the samples in X,. 
A well known algorithm for the design of a locally 
optimal codebook with iterative codebook improvement 
is the generalized Lloyd algorithm (GLA) [l]. The two 
steps in each iteration of this algorithm are: 
Step 1: Given a codebook C, = { v ;  ; I = 1,. . . ,k } 
obtained from the  mfh iteration, assign each d&a 
point to the closest codeword, 
Step 2: Obtain the codebook Cm+l by computing the 
centroid of each cluster based on the partitioning 
of Step 1. 
The above algorithm is usually t emha tedwhen  the 
codewords stop moving o r  the difference between their 
locations inconsecutive iterations is below a threshold. 
The closest codeword is typically found with a dis- 
tance metric. A general form of the distance between 
vectors z and a codeword v, is 
where A is any positive definite d x d matrix. The 
Euclidean distance, D = 113: - wil l I ,  is a commonly 
used distance metric in practice, where I is the identity 
matrix. 
T h e  choice of an optimality criterion is a very im- 
portant issue in the design of a clustering algorithm. 
Especially in higher dimensions, one cannot visually 
determine how good the resulting clusters are. One 
approach is t o  check with a criterion function. The cri- 
teria, or  performance indices, are often specified as a 
function of the memberships whose minima or maxima 
define 'good" clustering. The algorithm then becomes 
a numerical procedure for finding memberships which 
optimize the objective function. 
The simplest and most widely used criterion func- 
tion for clustering is the sum of squared error criterion. 
Bezdek [2] generalized a criterion function t o  account 
for the fuzzy membership values. The generalized mean 
squared error is defined by: 
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where ut, is the membership of the t th pattern t o  the 
jih cluster, rn is a weighting exponent strictly greater 
than one, and A is any positive definite matrix [2]. 
Choosing the Euclidean distance in clustering im- 
plies itn isotropic feature space weighting [3]. Thirr 
isotropic assumptiontends t o  form hyperspherical clus- 
ters. Hence, clusterkg using the Euclidean distance 
may split large or elongated dusters. It is not uncom- 
mon for  data to f d l  nataraILy into hyperellipsoids in 
the feature space rather than in hyperspheres. 
A n  alternative distance metric thak takes into con- 
sideration the distribution of the data is the Maha- 
lanobis distance (MD)[II. The MI) between any input 
sample z and a codeword v, is computed by evaluat- 
ing (1) where A is the sample covariance matrix of the 
samples in Z,. In o u r  algorithm we propose the use of 
an individnal cov2triance matrix A, for each duster and 
update A, based OIL the partitioning &er e& itera- 
tion. The next section detrdls the new approach, 
2. WEIGHTED MAHALANOBE 
DISTANCE (WMD) CLUSTERING 
T h e  idea behind the proposed method is t o  make each 
cluster attract those data points that enhance its own 
shape as implied by the covariance matfix of the s a -  
ples withinthat cluster. In this algorithm, we m o & i  
the GLA described in the previous section such that  
in each iteration we assign a pattern x t o  the clus- 
ter that yields the m k "  cuesgghtedMahalanobis dis- 
tance, D, = W, *. 112 - trtlli,,. Where Wt ia the cluster 
weight. In the second step, w-e update ut and A, by 
camputing the mean and the covafiance matrix of the 
data points of each cluster based on the  partitioning of 
the first step. T h e  algorithm is terminated when the 
codewords stop moving. 
The introduction of the weight W is due t o  the fact 
that the use of Mahalanobis distance d o n e  in clustering 
sometimes causes a large cluster t o  attract members of 
neighboring clusters. This leads t o  unusually large and 
unusually small clustem [4][5]. 
Looking at the J ~ M ~ E  criterion functian again and 
allowing A, t o  be  variable 
c n, 
J Q M ~ E  = - xC(utl)m(l - m)T~,l(a: - n) (3) 
it is clear that  there is a need t o  restrict A, somehow 
in order t o  obtain a nontrivial solution. Otherwise, the 
minimum of JQMSE would be giwn by q-l=O, which 
corresponds t o  a huge cluster with infinite variation i n  
all directions. 
One way to  solve this problem is t o  force the deter- 
minant of all clusters to have a unity value. Therefore, 
n 
t = l 1 = 1  
we evaluate W; as 
where lAtl is the determinant of A,. 
This choice of the constraint has the effect of nor- 
malizing the volume enclosed by t h e  equi-Walanobis 
distance hyperellipsoid t o  a constant volume for all 
clusters while maintaining the distinct shape of each 
cluster. 
To get an initial codebook we used the Karhnnen- 
L o h e  transformation t o  place the initial cademrds 
a long the principal component axes of the data's ca- 
varIztnce matrix. For the fir& iteration, we use the 
global covariance matrix as A, far all the codewords. 
If the m b e r  of dbta points in any d m t e r  is less t k  
the dimensionality of the data, then A, might be Si.a;.- 
lar which prevents computing the inverse. Therefore, 
we add a matrix with small diagonal elemeds t o  the 
covariance matrix t o  prevent the singulitrity. 
3. CLUSTER lVLERGING OF SYNTHETIC 
DATA 
The LBG and'vITMD algorithms were wed to cluster 2- 
dimensional data with three Giurssian distributed clus- 
ters into six dusters. WMD divided the b t a .  as Shawn 
inFig. l(a) andLBG clmified the datapointgas s h m  
in Fig. 2(a). The equi-mahalasobis distance ellipses me 
shown *m Fig. l(a); note that they follow the shape of 
the actual cluster. Table 1 shows the Mutnal Maha- 
lanobis distance between the cluster centers where 
2 
Df = 1 1 %  - VII IA,  = ( V r  - .J)'A,l(v, - V J  ( 5 )  
is the entry on the tth row and the jih column in Ta- 
ble l .  On the other hand, Table 3 lists the relative 
Euclidean distance between cluster centers. Unlike the 
Euclidean distance case, the Mahalanobis distance be- 
tween cluster center E t o  cluster center J, n:, is not 
equal t o  the Mahalanobis distance between cluster cen- 
ter 1 t o  cluster center r, D F .  That is because the co- 
variance matrix used in the computation of Eqn- ( 5 )  is 
different. 
One important question in any clustering algorithm 
is how many underlying subgroups are pre~ent  in the 
data set. Many algorithms start by making assump- 
tions about the number of clusters, which is sometimes 
difficult due t o  lack of prior k n d e d g e .  Therefore, es- 
timation of the optimal munber of suhstrud;ures in the 
data set is a crucial point. One wzy t o  determine the 
number of substructures in the data automatically is 
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Table 1: Mahalanobis Distance between cluster centers 
generated using WMD algorithm 
1.5 
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[ Class 11 1 1  2 1  3 1  4 1  5 1  6 1  
1 1 II 0 I 0.655 I 0.966 I 0.370 I 3.875 I 0.034 I 
- 0 
I 0.021 I 0 I 0.266 I 0.060 
I 0.051 I 0.097 I 0 I 0.289 
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0 0.013 0.081 0.093 
I I I I I 
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Table 2: The ratio of &e Mahalanobis Distances be- 
tween cluster centers generated using WMD algorithm 
1 ~ 2 3 4 5 6 
0 0.6105 0.3351 0.5467 0.1080 0.8546 
0 0 0.4076 0.5271 0.9611 0.2348 
3 0 0  0 0.613% 0.6294 0.0626 
1 -  
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U O -  
LL I
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U1 -0.5 
-1 
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0 I 0.0680 
- 
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L I 1  I I , 
t o  start with a large number of clusters and have the 
algorithm merge cluxters which meet some criteria of 
similarity and closeness. Hence the algorithm merges 
clusters that are believed t o  be  representing the same 
class and the final number of clusters is the number of 
distinct classes in the data. 
The proposed algorithm merges clusters based on 
the mutual bhhalanobis distance between cluster cen- 
ters. We can see frorn table 1 that class 1 represented 
by solid circles and class 6 represented by dotted plus 
signs have small Mahalanobis distance between their 
cluster centers. T h i s  means that members of class 6 
can be easily added t o  class 1 and vice versa. If we 
look at  the Mahalanobis distance between class 6 and 
class 5 we can see that cluster center 6 is close t o  cluster 
center 5 but the opposite is not true.  In other words, 
DE is very small but D$ is large. This can be ex- 
pected since cluster !i shows a spread of data points in 
the direction of cluster center 6 while cluster 6 variance 
in the direction of cluster center 5 is very small. There- 
fore, a condition based on the ratio of the Mahalanobis 
distance between cluster centers w a s  deemed necessary 
t o  make sure that the two clusters are not only close 
-1 -'I d 
-1.5 -1 -0,s 0 I S  ? 1.5 
f i r s  Feature 
L o  
-13 -1 -0.5 0 I 5  1 1.5 
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(b) 
Figure 1: Results of clustering the data set using WMD 
algorithm (a) before merging (b) after merging 
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Table 3: Euclidean Distance between cluster centers 
generated using LEG algorithm 
Class 
1 
2 
1 2 3 4 5 6 
0 0.275 0.388 0.381 0.688 0.405 
0 0 0.428 0.419 0.685 0.625 
3 0 0  0 0.752 0.300 0.765 1.5- 
1 -  
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13 
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'0 O -  
$45- 
LL 
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L 
4 0 0  0 0 1.047 0.362 
5 0 0  0 0 0 1.058 
6 0 0  0 0 0 0 
1.5- 
1 -  
p 0.5- 
4 
2 
U O -  
8 
8 -055- 
c 
-1 
-1.5 
to  one another but also simi1a.r in orientation. 
Tahle 3 shows the ratio of the Mibalmobis dit- 
tances betwen the different clnater centers, Therefore, 
k order t o  merge the tih and j i h  clusters bothDf and 
D$ need t o  be  b e l m  a threshald, 0.1 in this m e ,  and 
also the ratio betorreen D f  and L$ nee& t o  be larger 
than a ce r t in  parmeter  which w sdected t a  be 0.6. 
Note thrtt the selected parmeters are nat data depen- 
dent since any data set t o  be  clustered are normalized 
first. Normalization makes the mean of the  data set  
equals zero and the m a x i "  length of data vectors a 
unity which maintains the shape and relative distance 
in  the b t a  set. However, some control over merging 
can be achieved by relaxing the choice of these two pa- 
rifmeters. Figure l(b) shows the result of WMD clus- 
tering after the clusters ham been merged. Note that 
during cluster merging phase it was decided to merge 
clusters 3 and 4 together and clusters 3 and 5 also. 
Therefore, all three clusters were merged together. 
In the case of LBG we can see that the only piece 
of information available for determining the relation- 
ship between two clusters is Euclidean distance be- 
tween their duster ceders. On the other hand, in 
the  c u e  of WMD both of the Mahalanobis distances 
from each duster center to the other and also the ratio 
- 
- 
1 ,  of these &staces  can be utilized t o  infer information 
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4. BREAST CANCER MAMMOGRAPHIC 
MASS EXTRACTION 
We also applied W M D  to the important field of med- 
ical imaging. Specificly, we automatically extract sus- 
picious mass-like densities in a mammogram retaining 
the shape information for the purpose of classification 
these densities as malignant or benign tumors. Im- 
portant features that can help dassify malignant from 
benign densities can be  derived given that the mass 
boundaries can b e  determined [7][8]. Fig. 3 shows a 
part of digitized mammogram that was passed through 
a Gaussian filter t o  rimooth the  image. Therefore, a 
thresholding procedure was implemented t o  extract the 
bright pixels and the coordinates of these pixels were 
clustered using both WMD and LBG algorithms. To 
allow for detecting different size tumors, four  clusters 
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were generated and cluster merging w a  applied t o  de- 
termine the number alf actual densities. As we can see 
from Fig 3, WMD algorithm was able to merge the four  
clusters given that they were close in shape andthe Ma- 
halanobis distances between duster centers were small. 
On the other hand., LBG didn't group any af the dus- 
ters because of the large size of this tumor, see Fig. 4. F i W  4: k C a ~ ~ ~ r u u s   ora and the W U L ~ ~  O f C h d " - t  
ing bright pixels using LBG algorithm with 4 dusters 
before merging and after mergmg. 
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Figure 3: A cancerous tumor and the results of cluster- 
ing bright pixels using; WMD algorithm with 4 clusters 
before merging and alter merging. 
Figure 5: A cancerous tumor and the results of cluster- 
ing bright pixels using WMD algorithm with 4 clusters 
before merging and after merging. 
To show the effect of clustering different size tu- 
mors, another mamnlogram was tried. In this case, 
a small cancerous tumor is shown in the left side of 
Fig. 5 and a benign density is located t o  the right of it. 
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7. AUTHOR BIOGRAPHIES 
5.  CONCLUSION 
Mahalambis Distance is a very useful tool  which is be- 
lieved to give a better meamre of similaritg than the 
Euclidean distance. WMD is B simple algorithm useful 
with.&erelLipsoidal data sets as demonstratedhy syn- 
thetic and real examplea. We have shown that the mu- 
tual MaManobis distances between the duster centers 
m, and mj using both it, and A, =e good indicators 
of the  similarity between the tpvo clusters in terms of 
shape and orientation. These 'kdicaiors are the basis 
€or merging similar clusters which results in 'natural'' 
clustering with automatic determination of the optimal 
number of clusters. Thus, WMD provides an excellent 
choice for unsupervised clustering applications. 
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